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Purpose
The purpose of the Back to Nature Network Teachers’ 

Guide is to enable teachers to teach all curriculum 

subject matter outdoors in nearby nature on a regular 

basis. For schools, nearby nature encompasses natural 

space that is within walking distance of the school: 

either green space on school property, or neighbourhood 

natural areas that can be visited readily by a class.  

In serving the needs of children, this guide was 

written by and for teachers. This effort has three 

main objectives: 

1)  Offer a fresh alternative to teaching that will make 

teachers’ lives easier by providing learning activities 

that are curriculum-linked, teacher-developed and 

tested, and readily understandable.

2)  Offer an opportunity to strengthen the relationships 

teachers have with their students.

3)  Provide simple and practical ways to help teachers 

use the outdoor  learning space in combination with 

the indoor classroom. 

From the start, this project has been designed to 

facilitate these goals; learning activities centre on 

mutual discovery by teacher and student in an 

exploratory framework that offers them the opportunity 

to learn together. Such an approach is crucial to this 

work. Learning in, through, and about nature is a 

process of self-discovery in which each individual 

discovers meaning within a lesson or experience that is 

personally relevant. This is no different from learning in 

Language, Mathematics, The Arts or any other subject, 

and this recognition has formed an important guiding 

principle in the creation of every part of this guide.

Organization of the Guide
The guide is divided into two sections: Section 1 

introduces why and how to use nature as both a 

teaching environment and a teaching tool; and 

Section 2 offers a large number of learning experiences 

for direct use in teaching outside with nature. A 

dedicated effort has been made to anticipate the needs 

of teachers who are new to the idea of teaching in 

nature; this is refl ected in the suggestions provided in 

Section 1, as well as in the Nature101 series of lessons 

found in Section 2. It is recommended that fi rst-time 

users of the guide read Section 1 fi rst, even briefl y, to 

set the stage for using the learning experiences in 

Section 2. The learning experiences together form the 

majority of this guide and provide a large number of 

teaching options that can be used immediately.

Many inspirational people have contributed expansive 

ideas and highly valuable tools in passionately urging 

others to teach in the out-of-doors. At the end of this 

guide is a reference section to honour their work, some 

by name and others by association. Included on this 

list are several publications of note that have earned 

their status as “classics”; acquiring these will enrich 

any library.
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1. Improve teaching for the teacher, and learning for the student
a.  Teaching outdoors needs to be an enjoyable and readily achievable 

undertaking in order to enhance the life of a teacher. A happy, energized 

teacher serves the learning experiences of students in rich and 

meaningful ways. Thus, the fi rst objective is for the teacher to fi nd 

renewable vigour in teaching and relating to students through use of the 

outdoors and nature.  

b.  Regular learning time outdoors improves the lives of all students in 

multiple ways: it enhances emotional contentment, physical health, and 

intellectual development. At school, it can contribute to increased focus 

and higher academic achievement. In addition, the experience of 

learning outdoors can reach some who are the most reluctant learners 

inside the classroom, providing the opportunity for expression that is 

different and more relevant to those learners. For  scientifi c evidence 

that supports these statements, please see the annotated list of research 

studies compiled and updated by the Children and Nature Network 

at the following link: www.childrenandnature.org/documents/C118/.

2. Explore, discover and inquire
The process of teaching with and in nature should centre on exploration. 

Using a teaching approach that incorporates inquiry-based learning 

promotes questioning and discovery that arises from students through 

experiences designed by the teacher to inspire curiosity and wonder. An 

excellent manual that supports this approach is Natural Curiosity: Building 

Children’s Understanding of the World through Environmental Inquiry 

produced by The Laboratory School at the Dr. Eric Jackman Institute of 

Child Study, which is associated with University of Toronto’s Ontario 

Institute For Studies in Education. The manual is available as a free 

download at www.naturalcuriosity.ca.

  1.  Improve teaching for the teacher, 

and learning for the student

  2. Explore, discover and inquire

  3. Prepare

  4. Be Safe 

  5. Communicate

  6. Gather Support

  7. Manage your class effectively 

  8. Be a facilitator

  9. Teach in the outdoors on a regular basis

10. Nurture care for the natural world10THE BIG TEN 
OF OUTDOOR 

EXPERIENTIAL 
EDUCATION

Complete document (86 p) at http://www.back2nature.ca/docs/IntoNature.pdf 
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3. Prepare
a. Cover your bases:

 i.   Complete “Getting Started” in the next section, to fi gure out where 

you are now and where you want to be.

 ii.  Review your learning activity.

 iii.  Gather needed materials.

 iv.  Visit the outdoor area you will use before your fi rst visit with the class.

b. Review the inquiry-based learning approach.

c.  Refl ect on what you need to make outdoor teaching a personally 

enriching experience.

4. Be Safe 
(Note: discussing and defi ning safety with your class is covered in 

Nature101: Phase 1 – Co-created Nature Contract)

Safety is as essential to the outdoor learning experience as it is to teaching 

indoors, but there are several differences to consider:

a.  Have a do’s and don’ts discussion with your class. Make a list of all 

things you want to cover and add subjects your students would like to 

discuss. The list could include: 

 i.    Things to avoid and the reasons, for example Poison Ivy can cause 

itchy, spreadable, fl uid-fi lled blisters on skin.

 ii.   How to interact with things found in nature using our senses: 

observing, smelling, and touching (but not eating) natural objects.

 iii.    Responsible handling of animals such as insects after confi rming 

with the teacher that it is safe to do so.

b. Be weather-aware: 

 i.  Wearing appropriate clothes and footwear for the conditions.

 ii.   Weather limits for outdoor learning experiences, e.g. need for shade 

during excessive heat, class procedures in the case of extreme 

weather such as lightning and high winds.

 iii.  Symptoms of hypothermia and heat stroke.

c. Discuss how to react if injury occurs:

 i.  Create a step-wise procedure for all to follow if injury occurs. 

 ii.   Post the procedure for regular review and print off a reminder sheet 

for outdoor student kits.

 iii.   Consider inviting a First Aid teacher to visit the class.

d.  Let the offi ce or a teaching partner know every time the class is going 

outside, and establish a method for communicating with the school at all 

times while outside (see see next section for specifi c suggestions).

What’s important is that children have an opportunity to bond with the 
natural world, to learn to love it and feel comfortable in it, before being 
asked to heal its wounds... If we want children to fl ourish, to become truly 
empowered, let us allow them to love the earth before we ask them to save it.

David Sobel, American education writer

“

Complete document (86 p) at http://www.back2nature.ca/docs/IntoNature.pdf 
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5. Communicate
Before beginning your outdoor teaching:

a.  Discuss your outdoor teaching plans with your school administration and 

teaching colleagues (see sample letter in this section to communicate 

with your school administration).

b.  Contact parents and share your outdoor teaching plans to seek support and 

involvement (see sample letter in this section to send home to parents).

On days you’re teaching outdoors:

c.  Let the Offi ce Staff know of your outdoor teaching plans; place a class-

created poster on the door and/or write on the chalkboard “Gone Into 

Nature to Learn!”

d.  Carry a cellphone or two-way radio to communicate with offi ce staff 

when  necessary.

e.  Ensure that a method of communicating is established and well-

understood by the entire class, including volunteers; there should be a 

gathering signal that is used by the teacher (e.g. using a whistle) and a 

signaling device such as a whistle could also be included in each 

student kit for safety (students could be taught that three blasts from a 

whistle is an internationally-recognized distress signal).

6. Gather Support
a. Administration

 i.    Request direct acknowledgement and approval of your plans from 

your school administration.

 ii.   Invite school administration (e.g. Principal) to participate in one or 

more of your outdoor learning experiences.

 iii.   Share results and successes with administration on a regular basis to 

keep everyone informed on how your outdoor teaching is working.

b. Teaching Colleagues

 i.   Invite other teachers to observe and participate in your outdoor 

learning experiences.

 ii.   Partner with another teacher to share learning experiences and join 

classes e.g. pair an older grade with a younger grade and assign 

partners to provide mentoring opportunities for students.

 iii.  Share outdoor teaching resources with colleagues.

c. Community Volunteers

 i.   Invite parents and caregivers to participate in the outdoor 

learning experiences.

 ii.   Provide clear and explicit guidelines to volunteers for assisting your 

teaching, including class-developed rules, safety procedures, and 

facilitating inquiry with students.

 iii.   Share updates and successes in an online update, open house, 

or letter home.

d. Open House

 i.    Organize seasonal events to celebrate outside learning and invite the 

school and community, e.g. celebrate the changing of the seasons 

with equinox and solstice events, or have a Dandelion Festival when 

your schoolyard dandelions are in bloom.

Complete document (86 p) at http://www.back2nature.ca/docs/IntoNature.pdf 
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7. Manage your class effectively
a. Establish a meeting place.

b. Create a call-back signal (e.g.,  use a blast from a whistle).

c. Set boundaries.

d.  Make sure of a washroom break before each outing and create a routine 

to satisfy immediate needs such as a bathroom buddy system system, etc.

e.  Establish consequences for misbehaviour and follow through; make sure 

to offer the opportunity to try again as soon as possible.

8. Be a facilitator
a. Review the inquiry-based learning approach.

b.  Refl ect on your knowledge about nature (also known as natural history 

knowledge) and what you anticipate your students will expect you to know.

c.  Embrace “not knowing” while demonstrating an open enthusiasm for 

learning more — “I don’t know — let’s fi nd out together” is often the 

best answer; being an expert in natural history is not necessary and can 

often hamper a teacher’s ability to teach through exploration and inquiry.

d.  Teach how to explore in nature — many students will not have 

experience exploring on their own.

e.  Avoid attempting to defi ne the experience for your students — every 

student will defi ne his or her own meaning from nature.

f. Learn/explore alongside your students.

9. Teach in the outdoors on a regular basis
a.  You defi ne “regular”, but you should set a goal before you introduce the 

routine e.g. once per season, once per month.

b.  Start with a small and manageable goal, even smaller than you think 

you can achieve, and then modify your goal as you and your class 

gain experience.

c.  Refl ect on the best uses for both indoor and outdoor learning spaces. 

Herbert Broda, author of Schoolyard-Enhanced Learning: Using the 

Outdoors as an Instructional Tool, K-8, offers the following perspective: 

“I want to be clear that I am not advocating that all or even most traditional 

instruction be moved outdoors. There are many concepts and objectives 

that are best learned in an indoor setting with the equipment and facilities 

that are readily available there...An overuse of the outdoors can actually 

diminish the novelty of going to a different venue for learning.”

10. Nurture care for the natural world
a.  It is clear from recent studies that adults who express personal 

responsibility, care and compassion for the natural world developed rich 

personal relationships with nature as children.

 i.   Experiences in nature once per week are essential to the 

development of conservation ethics. 

 ii.   Stewardship must be allowed to develop through personal experience 

and not through compelling students to act responsibly; conservation 

actions will arise as a consequence of such experience as students 

advance through the junior grades, and may last a lifetime.

Complete document (86 p) at http://www.back2nature.ca/docs/IntoNature.pdf 
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PART I: Creating Your Vision!

YOU

1. What  stage are you at in teaching outdoors? 

 Beginner     Some experience     Experienced

 2.  What excites you about teaching outdoors? 

 

 

 

What are your concerns?

 

 

 

 3.  In which seasons can you see yourself teaching 

out-of-doors?

 Fall           Winter         Spring         Summer 

 All Seasons

4.  What is your goal for the regular number of times you 

would like to teach outside?

 Once/season   Once/month  

 Once/week    Once/day 

5. List the subjects you would like to teach outside:

 

 

 

 

 

6.  How supportive do you anticipate your administration 

will be for outside teaching?

 Very   Somewhat    Indifferent

 Not Very   Not At All

7.  What benefi ts do you hope to gain personally from 

teaching outdoors?

 

 

 

 

 

YOUR CLASS
8.  How much experience do you think your students 

have learning in the outdoors?

 Lots         Some         None         Don’t Know

9.  In general, how supportive do you expect parents to 

be of taking students outside? 

 Very               Somewhat         Indifferent       

 Not Very         Not At All

10. What challenges do you anticipate for your students? 

Whole Class       

 

 

 

 

 

Individual Student: use a class list to consider each student

11. What benefi ts do you anticipate for your students?

Whole Class       

 

 

 

 

 

Individual Student: use a class list to consider each student

The following questions will help you consider where 

you are in your practice with respect to teaching 

outside in nature, where you want to go, and how 

you’re going to get there. Share the completed 

questions with colleagues and administration to 

stimulate discussion and demonstrate the preparations 

you’re making. Keep a copy in a “Teaching Outside” fi le 

to do  cument your approach. Discuss the questions on 

Your Class with your students to fi nd out about their 

thoughts and feelings, to consider appropriate 

preparation and to develop an anticipation guide to 

prepare your students.

Getting Started
Complete document (86 p) at http://www.back2nature.ca/docs/IntoNature.pdf 
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 PART II: Getting Real!
YOU

1. Who do I need to inform of my plans? 

 

 

 

When?

 

 

 

 

2.  What forms do I need to prepare and to whom 

should I send them?

Form  

 

 

 

 

Sent to  

 

 

 

 

3.  What background information do I need (e.g., safety, 

learning experiences to use)?

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.  What materials do I need to gather (e.g., safety kit, 

lesson supplies)?

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

5.  What outdoor space do I want to use? 

 

 

When am I going to make my pre-visit?

Date  

6.  What support do I need for the outing (e.g., planning, 

resources, supervision)?

 

 

 

  

Who will I approach for support (e.g., teaching partner, 

principal, parent volunteers)? 

 

 

 

  

 

7. When am I going to start: what day, what period?

 

 

8.  What alternate plans do I have for the experience 

(e.g., indoor plan, alternate date)?

 

 

 

 

YOUR CLASS
9.  How am I going to learn about and address fears 

(e.g., class discussion, individual conferences)?

 

 

 

 

10. What am I going to do to inspire an exciting tone?

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Complete document (86 p) at http://www.back2nature.ca/docs/IntoNature.pdf 
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Materials 

You can teach outside in nature with just your own determination and a 

detailed plan. It is highly recommended, however, that you create outdoor 

learning kits for both yourself and your students. Use the following lists just 

as they are, or modify them to develop your own. 

Store kits in a single location inside, and replace after each use.

Teacher Kit (in backpack)

 Cell phone/two way radio (other given to offi ce before each departure) 

 First aid kit

 Water bottle

 Sunscreen

 Insect repellent

 Signal (e.g. whistle)

 Ziploc bags of various sizes

  Small containers for capturing small creatures and sharing discoveries 

with class

 Magnifi ers (e.g. inexpensive magnifying glasses, loupes, etc.)

 Recording book and pencil for observations, notes, sketches

 Extra pencils and pencil sharpener

 Camera (optional)

 Field guides (optional)

Student Kit (in large sealable plastic bag, e.g. Ziploc)

 Signal (e.g. whistle)

  Clipboard (e.g. purchase inexpensive versions or make by laminating 

cardboard and attaching paper with large binder clips) and pencil

  Folded garbage bag with head-sized slit through bottom to be used as 

rain gear

  Instruction sheet of step-by-step procedures in case of injury or 

other emergency

 Water bottle 

 Individual magnifi er, Ziploc bags, small containers (optional)

Other items might include:

  Class set of portable seats 

(e.g. newspaper covered with plastic bags, pieces of foam)

 Inexpensive tarp to set up as a cover in the rain

 Insect nets

  Larger container for collection of natural items or to use in sharing 

objects as a class 

Complete document (86 p) at http://www.back2nature.ca/docs/IntoNature.pdf 
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Nature2Go
Nature2Go activities have been designed to provide quick access to 

curriculum-based experiences that can be completed in a short period of 

time. You can accomplish most activities in 30 minutes or less, and they 

can be extended to become longer lessons if desired. In many cases these 

activities will serve a broad range of elementary grades and can usually be 

adapted to serve a grade that is not specifi cally listed. Altogether, the guide 

offers 50 Nature2Go activities.

Each activity includes: grades best suited to the activity; appropriate 

seasons to use it; Curriculum Connections to the Ontario Curriculum; 

materials needed; a detailed description of the steps involved; suggested 

teacher prompts; and options to modify or extend the activity. 

Complete document (86 p) at http://www.back2nature.ca/docs/IntoNature.pdf 
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Grade Level Primary Junior Intermediate

Subject ST M A L SS HPE ST M A L SS HPE ST M A L SS HPE

ACTIVITY Season

A Day in the Life 24 2-7 All Seasons x x x x x x

Big Snake 24 1-5 All Seasons x x x x x

Big Wind Blows 25 K-8 All Seasons x x x x

Blank Postcards 25 K-8 All Seasons x x x

Blindfold Walk 26 1-3 All Seasons x x

Bug-Eyed 26 4-6 Fall/Spring x

Build a Mini-Space 27 K-8 Fall/Spring/Summer x x x

Camoufl age 27 1-7 All Seasons x x x x x

Changes of Matter 28 1-8 All Seasons x x x x x x x x x

Cloud Watching 28 K-8 All Seasons x x x x x x x

Decomposition Tag 29 1-8 All Seasons x x x x x x

Deer Ears 29 1-6 All Seasons x x x x

Finding and Making Patterns in Nature 30 K-6 All Seasons x x

Framing Nature 30 K-8 All Seasons x x x x x x

Geography 31 6-7 All Seasons x x x x

Getting to the Roots 31 3-8 Fall/Spring x x x x x x

Guided Fantasy 32 K-8 All Seasons x x x x x

Interpreting Nature 32 1-8 All Seasons x x x

Is This a Plant? 33 1-6 All Seasons x x x x x x

I’ve Been Here Before 33 K-8 All Seasons x x x

Just Like Us 34 1-3 All Seasons x

Leapfrog 34 1-7 All Seasons x x x

Life Lasso 35 K-8 Fall/Spring x x x x x x x x x

Mental Vacation 35 1-8 All Seasons x x x

Micro Hike 36 1-8 All Seasons x x x x x x x x x

More Than Meets the Eye 36 2-7 Fall/Spring x x x x x x

My Own Tree 37 1-8 All Seasons x x x x x x x x x x x x

Nature Charades 37 1-8 All Seasons x x x x x x x x x

Nature Cheers 38 1-6 All Seasons x x x x x x

Nature Reporters 38 1-6 All Seasons x x x x

Nature Sundae 39 K-6 Fall/Spring x x x x

Nature Symphony 39 1-4 All Seasons x x

Nature Through the Window 40 3-8 All Seasons x x x x x x x x

Nature’s Paintbrush 40 K-3 Fall/Spring x x x x

Popcorn 41 1-6 All Seasons x x x x x x

Rainbow Chips 41 1-8 All Seasons x x x x x x

Rainstorm 42 K-8 All Seasons x x x

Rocky Road 42 4-8 Fall/Spring x x x x x x x x x x x x

Scavenger Hunt 43 1-8 All Seasons x x x

Seed Rockets 43 1-8 Fall/Spring X x x x x x

Singin’ in the Rain 44 2-8 All Seasons x x x x

Sorting Rules in Nature 44 K-6 Fall/Spring x x x x x

Sound Bingo 45 1-8 Fall/Spring/Summer x x x x

Sound Map 45 1-8 All Seasons x x x

Tableaux 46 7-8 All Seasons x x

Texture Rubbings 46 1-8 Fall/Spring x x x x x x

This is a Stone 47 1-8 All Seasons x x x x x x

Touchstones 47 1-8 All Seasons x x x x x x

Wake Up Those Senses 48 K-8 All Seasons x x x x x x

What Colour Is It? 48 K-8 All Seasons x x x x x x

Nature2Go INDEX

Pa
ge

Gr
ad

es

Subject Legend: ST: Science and Technology; M: Mathematics; A: The Arts; L: Language; SS: Social Studies; HPE: Health and Physical Education
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GRADES 2–7
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Language: Writing

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Responsibility

• Independent Work

Materials Needed: Journal, pencil, and clipboard for 

each student

ACTIVITY:

Take students outside and have them select a tree to sit near. 

Provide fi ve minutes to observe the tree and look at the plants and 

animals that may be observed in, on, or around the tree. After the 

observation time, begin a creative writing exercise. Students write 

a journal entry themed on a day in the life of one of the animals or 

plants observed.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

Task: imagine you are an animal or a plant living in or under the 

tree. Write a story about a day in your life.

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Review what living things need in their habitats to survive. 

Imagine that the grassy or forested area is now black top. What 

needs would be easy/hard to obtain in the black 

top environment?

2. Compare and contrast a day in two different seasons.

GRADES 1–5
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Health and Physical Education: Active Living; Movement 

Competence: Skills, Concepts, Strategies

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Collaboration

ACTIVITY:

Begin with the Teacher Prompt. Follow up by asking students to 

imagine themselves as snakes. Students stretch out on stomachs 

in groups of two, grabbing the ankles of the person in front of them 

to make a two-person snake. Snakes seek out other snakes and 

connect to ankles to create larger and larger snakes until you have 

one big snake! This snake may become coordinated enough to roll 

over, and curl up and go to sleep!

TEACHER PROMPTS:

Animals move in many ways: birds fl y, rabbits and frogs hop. How 

do snakes move?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Look around and observe how animals move. Work together in 

groups to create one big animal, with each person acting as one 

part of the animal. Now coordinate your movements and move 

together as your one animal.

2.  Try acting as an animal on your own and then as one part of a 

larger animal. How are the two experiences different?

3.  Find animal tracks in the snow or mud: can you mimic their way 

of walking?

4.  Play “Snake Tag”. This can be done as a whole class or in 2-3 

groups. Each group gets in a line and holds the waist of the 

person in front, forming a big snake. The snake is trying to bite 

its tail – the person at the front has to try to tag the person at the 

back. If the head (front person) is successful at catching the tail 

(back person), switch and have the back become the head and 

the front the tail and repeat the game. NOTE: This is best played 

on a softer surface such as grass.

Nature2Go: A Day in the Life

Nature2Go: Big Snake

Complete document (86 p) at http://www.back2nature.ca/docs/IntoNature.pdf 
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Nature2Go: Big Wind Blows 

Nature2Go: Blank Postcards

GRADES K–8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Language: Oral Communication

•  Health and Physical Education: Active Living

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Collaboration

ACTIVITY:

Everyone sits in a circle outside with one person in the middle. 

Person in the middle yells out a nature-related statement such 

as ”The big wind blows for anyone who walked to school today!” 

All people to whom this applies run across the circle to fi nd an 

open spot or to switch spots with another. Students to whom this 

statement does not apply stay seated. At this time, the person who 

was in the middle tries to get one of the empty spots. One student 

will be left without a spot. That student goes to the middle and 

calls out a new nature statement: “The big wind blows for anyone 

who_______________ .”

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Connect this to your present Science and Technology topic 

(e.g. ...can identify food for an animal, …has watched 

birds, …enjoys spending time in nature in the winter, …can 

see a deciduous tree, ...can name the parts of a plant). 

Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

2.  Use this activity as an opener to the Grade 2 topic related to 

wind. Science and Technology: Understanding Earth and 

Space Systems

GRADES K–8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  The Arts: Visual Arts

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Initiative

Materials Needed: Blank cards, pencil crayons, paints

ACTIVITY:

Take a short walk in a nearby natural area. Gather as a group either 

outdoors or back in class. Students choose a plant or animal seen 

outside to draw or paint. Once the pictures are complete, students 

lie down and refl ect on what features attracted them to their 

chosen plants and animals, and record their thoughts.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

Advise students to focus strongly on observation, and encourage 

students to pose questions about what was observed.

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Photograph your plant or animal in addition to/instead of 

drawing it. The Arts: Visual Arts

2.  Record questions along with recorded observations. 

Language: Writing

Complete document (86 p) at http://www.back2nature.ca/docs/IntoNature.pdf 
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Nature2Go: Blindfold Walk

Nature2Go: Bug-Eyed

GRADES 1–3
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

•  Language: Oral Communication

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Collaboration

•  Responsibility

•  Self-regulation

Materials Needed: One long rope; one blindfold per student

ACTIVITY:

Students blindfold each other and then everyone hangs onto a 

long rope. The teacher takes one end of the rope and one student 

with-out a blindfold, takes the other end. The teacher SLOWLY 

leads the participants SILENTLY to a destination in a natural area 

that will stimulate the senses. Instruct students to imagine that 

this is their home; take note of how it feels, smells and sounds. 

In an open space, all students take off blindfolds and discuss 

their experiences.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1.  Did you feel more or less a part of nature while sitting or 

standing with the blindfold on?

2.  We all did the same walk yet each had a different experience 

in some way. Discuss how the experience was unique for each 

person and why.

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

Ask students to write a poem about how things felt, smelled, and 

sounded, incorporating their emotions about being in nature.

Language: Writing

GRADES 4–6
Fall / Spring

Curriculum Connections:

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Collaboration

• Responsibility

• Self-regulation

• Initiative

Materials Needed: Containers for collecting insects, gauze or 

foam pieces to cover or plug the top of the container

ACTIVITY:

Pair students. Go outside into any natural environment (garden, 

fi eld, forest). Hand out the materials to each student. Students 

work to capture insects and other small creatures in the container 

and sort them into different groups. After careful observation, 

students release their catch and try to capture more. Students 

should try to fi nd small creatures representing three or more 

different groups.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1.  If you could choose, what kind of small creature would you want 

to be e.g. fl ying, walking, burrowing, stinging, munching, etc.?

2. What does it mean to respect somebody or something?

3. What roles do little creatures like insects play in our world?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Make a sorting chart; draw insects and label them with 

descriptive characters; record observations on insect behavior.

Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

2.  Design and draw your own insect from categories provided and 

determine where it would live. The Arts: Visual Arts; Science and 

Technology: Understanding Life Systems

3.  Keep an insect log to record what you discovered. 

Language: Writing
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Nature2Go: Build a Mini-Space 

Nature2Go: Camoufl age

GRADES K–8
Fall / Spring / Summer

Curriculum Connections:

•  Language: Reading

•  Mathematics: Geometry and Spatial Sense; Measurement

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Collaboration

• Organization

• Initiative

Materials Needed: One long rope; one blindfold per student

ACTIVITY:

Read aloud a book (e.g. The Magic School Bus, Gulliver’s Travels) 

describing the world from the perspective of someone very small. 

In small groups create an outdoor museum for a person the size 

of your thumb using items found within the confi nes of a geometric 

shape (e.g. a triangle measured in straw units for Grade 1; a 

two-metre circumference circle outlined with string for Grade 8) on 

an out-door natural space.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

What animals are this size? What might the world be like for them?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Record the objects in the mini-space (draw or photograph 

items). The Arts: Visual Arts

2.  Present a tour of your mini-space, or tell classmates about one 

or all objects collected. Language: Oral Communication

3.  Write an advertisement to attract thumb-sized people to your 

site. Language: Writing; Media Literacy

4.  Make a list of all the small living things found: what do you know 

about each one? How does each one connect to the others?

Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

GRADES 1–7
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

•  Health and Physical Education: Active Living; Movement 

Competence: Skills, Concepts, Strategies

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Collaboration

Materials Needed: Squares of paper, crayons, etc. for “food 

break” option to activity.

ACTIVITY:

The teacher chooses one student to be a Great-Horned Owl 

(predator); the remaining students are Deer Mice (prey). The owl 

stays on its “perch” (in one spot), closes its eyes, and counts to 20. 

The mice run and hide within a boundary. Once hidden, students 

must remain silent in order to avoid detection by the owl. At 20, the 

owl opens his eyes and yells ‘Camoufl age!’. The owl can turn all the 

way around on the spot, but cannot leave the perch. Using keen 

eyesight, the owl must spy the mice and call out the name of the 

student or colour of clothing spotted. As soon as it is spotted, the 

mouse is considered to be eaten and turns 

into an “owl pellet” sitting in a circle around the owl’s perch. 

The mouse that is the best at surviving is the one who remains 

uncaught and who is closest to the owl — a master of camoufl age!

If the mice are too well camoufl aged for the owl to fi nd, introduce a 

“food break”: mice must visit a food source (e.g. squares of paper, 

scattered crayons) and then return to hiding while the owl counts 

to 10 with eyes closed. To shorten the game, place the food close 

to the owl. Discuss the decisions that a mouse must make to fi nd 

food while staying safe. 

NOTE: this game is best played in long grass or areas with trees 

where there are lots of places to hide nearby!

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Blindfold the owl. Mice sneak toward the food encircling the owl: 

when detected by sound, a mouse becomes a pellet.

Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

2.  Move like an animal. Prey can be: mouse (Deer Mouse), rabbit 

(Eastern Cottontail), fox, domestic cat or dog.

The Arts: Dance; Drama; Health and Physical Education: 

Movement Competence: Skills, Concepts, Strategies
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Nature2Go: Changes of Matter

Nature2Go: Cloud Watching

GRADES 1–8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Matter and Energy

•  The Arts: Drama

•  Health and Physical Education: Movement Competence: 

Skills, Concepts, Strategies

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Collaboration

•  Responsibility

ACTIVITY:

Each student represents a molecule that makes up a water droplet. 

Call out prompts e.g. “Energy added!” and have students in small 

groups move to represent the way molecules of water would react 

in a given space.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1. Call out “energy removed” or “energy added.”

2. Call out changes of state.

3.  Call out “zero degrees Celsius” and then instruct small groups 

each to “grow” into a different snowfl ake shape.

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  In small groups students create a short matter skit. Other 

students guess what happened to the matter during the skit.

2.  As a class, create a water drama that begins with snow in your 

nearby nature area, cycles through the seasons, and ends when 

water once again appears as snow.

GRADES K–8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Language: Oral Communication

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Earth 

and Space Systems

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

•  Collaboration

•  Initiative

Materials Needed: Cloud chart if desired

ACTIVITY:

On a cloudy day (partial sun and cloud is best), go outside to a 

space with a clear view of the sky. Everybody lies on their backs 

or assumes a different comfortable position looking up to the sky. 

View the clouds. Simply call out what you see e.g. colour, shape, 

type of cloud while observing the sky, or discuss what you see 

using the teacher prompts as cloud watching continues or after the 

conclusion of a defi ned period of cloud watching time.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1. Identify the types of clouds you see.

2. What kind of pictures/lines/textures do you see?

3.  “This cloud reminds me of …” story development (similar to 

constellation legends).

4. Can you predict the weather?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1. Paint what was seen or draw story ideas. The Arts: Visual Arts

2.  Use sidewalk chalk to draw on the playground the pictures seen. 

The Arts: Visual Arts

3.  Read The Runaway Bunny by Margaret Wise Brown as an 

introduction, then create a class book of clouds to share with 

another class. Language: Reading; Writing.
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Nature2Go: Decomposition Tag

Nature2Go: Deer Ears

GRADES 1–8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

•  Health and Physical Education: Movement Competence: 

Skills, Concepts, Strategies

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Collaboration

•  Responsibility

ACTIVITY:

Discuss decomposition and decomposers (worms, fungi, snails, 

slugs, insects, bacteria). One student is “Death”, another is a 

“Decomposer”. All others are living things. Death chases and 

tags the living things who freeze OR lay down on the ground 

when tagged. When the Decomposer touches a lifeless body it is 

returned to the cycle of life as another living thing.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1. What is a decomposer?

2. What benefi ts does a decomposer provide?

3. What would our world look like without decomposers?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

During the game pull the Decomposer out for a few minutes, 

explaining that it has been harmed by human activity. For example, 

the slug ate slug bait in a garden and died, or the fungus died due 

to soil acidity from acid rain, or the insects died due to pesticides. 

The living things will all be dead. Discuss as a group how this 

relates to the circle of life.

GRADES 1–6
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

• Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

•  Health and Physical Education: Active Living

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Organization

Materials Needed: Two bandanas

ACTIVITY:

Students stand in a very large circle (areas with long grass or 

forests are best) and become trees. The teacher picks a Deer, who 

stands in the middle of the circle, blindfolded and with a bandana 

tucked into the back of his/her pants to represent a tail. The 

teacher silently picks a Wolf from the circle of trees, who then tries 

to silently sneak up on the Deer and steal his/her “tail”. Ears are 

cupped for the “deer ears” effect and if a sound is heard, the Deer 

points in the direction of the sound. If the Deer points at the Wolf, 

the Wolf is caught and has to return to the circle of trees and a new 

Wolf is chosen. If the Wolf successfully steals the Deer’s tail without 

being caught, the Wolf can become the 

Deer and the game can restart. 

NOTE: trees are rooted to the ground quietly!

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1.  Do you think that predators are always successful catching 

their prey?

2.  What features serve each the Wolf and Deer in their roles as 

predator and prey?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

Try the activity with other predator/prey pairs, such as owl and 

mouse, fox and rabbit, snake and frog, etc.
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Nature2Go: Finding and Making Patterns in Nature

Nature2Go: Framing Nature

GRADES K–6
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Mathematics: Patterning and Algebra; 

Geometry and Spatial Sense

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Independent Work

•  Initiative

ACTIVITY:

Patterns can be seen everywhere in Nature! Explain to your 

students that shapes can be found in nature too. Discuss 

examples. Ask the students to take a two minute quiet walk 

about your natural area and then re-group and share any patterns 

they observed (e.g. visual patterns in plant growth on a leaf, 

sound patterns, branching twigs, milkweed or dandelion fl uff, 

ice crystals).

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1.  Were your predictions similar or different from the patterns you 

found on the walk?

2. What was the most interesting pattern you found? Why?

3.  For older grades, challenge students to look beyond simple 

shapes and patterns to fi nd more complicated relationships to 

math e.g. inside of sunfl ower or pine cone seen as a 

Fibonacci set.

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1. Try the activity in a forested area.

2.  Change your perspective. Pretend you are an insect on the 

ground. Lie down on your stomach and use a magnifying glass 

to get an ant’s eye view. Or, lie under the trees and look up into 

the canopy.

3. Visit the area regularly to observe seasonal changes.

4.  Students can do the same activity using shapes and three-

dimensional shapes they recognize. Simple materials can be 

gathered to demonstrate AB type patterns.

5.  Collect and press common fl owers. Use the pressed plants 

as examples of different patterns. Create art from the 

pressed fl owers.

6. Dissect a fl ower to look at shapes and patterns.

GRADES K–8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  The Arts: Visual Arts

•  Language: Oral Communication; Reading

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

•  Initiative

Materials Needed: One empty frame per student 

(e.g. make it out of construction paper, etc., or form a frame 

with your fi ngers)

ACTIVITY:

Beginning outdoors in a natural area, each student is given an 

empty frame. Students will be the artists, looking through their 

frames from a variety of perspectives until each fi nds a scene to 

capture. The frame is left at the spot where the picture has been 

captured and each student rejoins the group. The whole class goes 

on a gallery walk, stopping at each frame. Each frame is held by 

the artist for the class to look through as the picture is described.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1. Frame a scene that refl ects your mood.

2.  Frame a place/object that represents to you a character or 

setting in a short story read in class.

3. Frame a scene that reminds you of an experience in your life.

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  In groups, add characters to the picture and perform a short 

drama or skit in the scene. The Arts: Drama

2.  Write about your framed picture based on the teacher prompt. 

Language: Writing

3. Draw your framed picture. The Arts: Visual Arts

4.  Work in groups or as a class to come up with a theme that 

connects different framed pictures. Science and Technology: 

Understanding Life Systems

5.  Choose a framed picture that is present year-round; return and 

photograph the same picture in each season. Science and 

Technology: Understanding Earth and Space Systems
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Nature2Go: Geography 

Nature2Go: Getting to the Roots

GRADES 6–7
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Geography

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Collaboration

ACTIVITY:

With clipboards, walk around the school grounds and/or local 

neighbourhood. Observe examples of habitats and/or ecosystems 

that you recognize and record these on your map. Describe the 

living things that might be found in those habitats/ecosystems. 

Note your impressions.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1.  What habitats/ecosystems are in our area that support 

living things?

2. How are these habitats/ecosystems connected to our lives?

3.  What actions affect the ecosystems both positively 

and negatively?

4.  What environmental topics are relevant to our local 

school community?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Exchange maps with a classmate and see if you can follow it 

and fi nd the items recorded.

GRADES 3–8
Fall / Spring

Curriculum Connections:

• Language: Oral Communication

• Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Responsibility

• Collaboration

Materials Needed: Plants, garden tools, container with water 

FOR INTERMEDIATE: jeweller’s loupes, microscopes, 

magnifying glasses

ACTIVITY:

Go out to any natural area e.g. grass, forest, fi eld. Dig up some 

different plants (i.e., grass, clover, wild strawberry, dandelion). 

Carefully wash off the roots and compare. Look at more detailed 

comparisons using magnifi ers.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1. How are the plants different?

2.  Why might the roots differ and how might the differences 

observed affect the life of the plant?

3. Sort the plants into their different types i.e. classify the plants.

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Pick one of the plants and draw a detailed sketch using different 

elements of design e.g. texture, line, etc. The Arts: Visual Arts

2. Use magnifi ers to make comparisons between plant structures.
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Nature2Go: Guided Fantasy

Nature2Go: Interpreting Nature

GRADES K–8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Language: Oral Communication

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Earth and Space 

Systems; Understanding Life Systems

•  Social Studies

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Collaboration

ACTIVITY:

Ask students to fi nd a place in nature where they can comfortably 

lie on their backs and close their eyes. First point out each of the 

senses, and ask the students to concentrate on these things. How 

does the air feel against your skin? How does your weight feel 

against the earth? What can you hear? Smell? This will allow 

students to focus in on the natural surroundings using all senses. 

At this point, verbally go through each of the major body parts, 

head to toe, asking students to tense, then relax each body part. If 

this is going well, you may lead an imaginary journey e.g. imagine 

you are leaving your body, lifting up slowly like a balloon. You see 

your body be-low you, and then you rise higher seeing our entire 

group, the entire fi eld, higher and higher, 

until you start moving forward, realizing that you can fl y! Continue 

this journey using your own ideas and curricular areas! You may 

journey e.g. over or into forests, water systems, to other countries. 

To end, slowly move back to your bodies and slowly wake up or 

squeeze each part. Get up slowly!

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1. Paint a story: what did you see? The Arts: Visual Arts

2.  Write your own guided fantasy and guide the class through it. 

Language: Writing; Oral Communication

3.  Draw a map of all the places you went on the fantasy. 

Social Studies/Geography

GRADES 1–8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Language: Writing

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Independent Work

Materials Needed: Clipboards, writing/drawing materials

ACTIVITY:

Go outside to a natural area. Ask students, “If you were something 

out here in nature, what would you be and why?” Write in journals 

or draw pictures to explain.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

Do you ever imagine being someone or something different from 

who you are? Why?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Students can present or perform their work to classmates 

individually, in pairs, or in small groups (since the question 

posed can elicit personal answers, consider allowing students 

to “pass”). The Arts: Drama

2. Create a story from your answer. Language: Writing
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Nature2Go: Is This a Plant?

Nature2Go: I’ve Been Here Before

GRADES 1–6
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Language: Oral Communication

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

•  The Arts: Visual Arts

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Responsibility

• Collaboration

ACTIVITY:

Go outside to a natural area. Point to various plant species. Is this 

a tree or shrub? Is it a wildfl ower, weed, bulb, or vegetable? How do 

you know? Why do we care? How does it fi t within our world?

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1.  What is a plant? What are the characteristics of plants?

2. How are plants different from each other?

3. What would our world be like without plants?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  In small groups or individually, create a dichotomous key 

(e.g. branching diagram) using e.g. words, pictures based 

on the plants you observed. To test if it works, exchange with 

another group to see if they come up with the correct plant using 

the key.

2.  Press schoolyard plants; use the dried plants to make herbarium 

specimens, or notecards and book marks. The Arts: Visual Arts

3.  Use GPS to mark examples of different types of plants. Map 

them out. Social Studies: Geography, Grade 7

GRADES K–8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

• The Arts: Visual Art

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Initiative

Materials Needed: Cameras, art materials

ACTIVITY:

Choose a spot outside in a natural area to take a photograph. 

Return to the exact spot once per month throughout the year and 

take a photograph of the same spot. Create an art piece with all the 

photographs near the end of the school year. Refl ect on how the 

area changed throughout the year and how the changes made 

you feel.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1.  Before (Anticipation): How do you think your scene will change? 

Make a list.

After (Refl ection): What changes did you expect? What changes 

surprised you?

2.  Before (Anticipation): What events e.g. storm, amount of rain, 

human use, etc. do you expect will cause changes in the 

landscape?

After (Refl ection): Refl ect on your expectations.

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Cut photos in half and use different mediums e.g. paint, pastel, 

pencil crayons to recreate the missing side of the photo.

2. On a return visit, draw your scene instead of photographing it.

3.  For Grades K-2 focus on one tree or a small area of 

nearby nature.
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Nature2Go: Just Like Us

Nature2Go: Leapfrog

GRADES 1–3
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Language: Oral Communication

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Collaboration

• Organization

ACTIVITY:

Students gather in a circle in a natural area outside and stand 

quietly to look and listen in their surroundings for fi fteen to thirty 

seconds. Students divide into pairs. Students are instructed that 

they are going to fi nd three interesting objects in three minutes and 

bring them back to the circle. The objects can be physical objects, 

or can be a sight, sound, smell, etc. that has been discovered. 

Have the fi rst pair share or describe what they found. If any other 

group has found the same object, they step forward into the middle 

and call out, “Just like us!” and then step back into the circle. The 

pair of students then returns to their place in the circle. The next 

pair shares, and so on, until all groups have been given the 

opportunity to participate.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1.  In sharing, begin by describing the object. The name of the 

object, if known, can be included, but it isn’t necessary. 

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Collect all of the objects and use in the classroom for a 

patterning activity or as counters. Mathematics: 

Patterning and Algebra

2.  Without mentioning stewardship, prompt students to think about 

what things might affect or be affected by their objects: “What 

happens to a stick in a forest?” (E.g. becomes part of a bird’s 

nest; picked up by a dog; becomes fungus food and makes new 

soil.) Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

GRADES 1–7
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Health and Physical Education: Movement Competence: 

Skills, Concepts, Strategies

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Collaboration

Materials Needed: Pylons (optional)

ACTIVITY:

Discuss how frogs move and imitate frog movement. Form teams 

as small as 4 or as large as you like. Each team crouches down in 

a straight line with 1.5 metres between each person. The student 

at the back end of the line leaps over each of his team members 

until he reaches the front of the line, then yells ‘ribbit!’ and, upon 

hearing this, the next person goes. Set up start and fi nish lines with 

pylons to make this activity a competitive race.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1. How do you think a frog moves? 

2. Why does it move in the way it does?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Observe other animals to see how they move; imitate them. 

Describe how each animal’s body is suited to its natural 

environment. Science and Technology: Understanding Life 

Systems; Understanding Structures and Mechanisms

2.  Listen to a recording of frog calls on a CD or from the web. 

Discuss the sounds: do any of the calls sound like “ribbit”?

The Arts: Music
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Nature2Go: Life Lasso

Nature2Go: Mental Vacation

GRADES K–8
Fall / Spring

Curriculum Connections:

•  Language: Oral Communication

Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Responsibility

• Collaboration

Materials Needed: Hula hoops

ACTIVITY:

Students form small groups. Each group throws or drops a hula 

hoop onto the ground, preferably on grass, to defi ne an area. If no 

plants can be seen in the defi ned area, another area is selected 

using the same method; this is repeated until plants are found 

in the hula hoop area. Plants and other living things within the 

created area are explored: describe and compare all living things 

found, or study one of them e.g. Dandelion, in detail.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1.  What does a grass plant look like? Are there different types 

of grass plants?

2. How are grasses different from other plants in your space?

3.  How many different plants are in your area: is there a lot 

of diversity?

4. Did you fi nd animals e.g. insects? What were they doing?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Move your “lasso” to an edge e.g. forest/grass or grass/blacktop. 

Is there a difference? If so, what is it and why does it occur?

2.  Count the different types and numbers of plants in a 30 cm2 

area inside your lasso. Extrapolate your fi ndings to a larger area: 

how much of the area is made up of grass plants? 

Mathematics: Measurement; Patterning and Algebra

3.  Using a graphing program, represent the data in graph form. 

Mathematics: Data Management and Probability

GRADES 1–8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

• Health and Physical Education: Healthy Living

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Responsibility

ACTIVITY:

Students go outside to a natural space and lie down. Tell the 

students to imagine their favourite outdoor place. They are to 

picture being there, seeing the sights, feeling the air, imagining the 

scents and textures of their favourite place. Tell the students that 

they are going to have two minutes of silence to visit this special 

favourite place. Reinforce after this exercise that anyone can take 

a mental vacation to help create thoughts of relaxation and calm 

whenever feelings of trouble, anger or stress arise. This practice 

can improve happiness and health.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1. Why did you choose the place that you did?

2. How did you feel when you were there?

3. When could this activity benefi t you in everyday life?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

Students could write about / draw / create a song about / orally 

describe their favourite place. Language: Oral Communication; 

Writing;The Arts: Visual Arts
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Nature2Go: Micro Hike

Nature2Go: More Than Meets the Eye

GRADES 1–8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Life Skills

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Independent Work

• Responsibility

Materials Needed: Small (5 cm tall) action fi gures, magnifying 

glasses or jeweller’s loupes, metal spoons, notebooks, pencils, 

tooth-picks, string (all materials optional)

ACTIVITY:

This can be done in pairs or individually. Each student must fi nd a 

location on the school yard in a natural space (e.g. a garden, a 

puddle,) for the micro-hike. They are given a set amount of time to 

lay on their bellies and do a hike that is about one-metre long. 

Encourage students to gently dig around and fi nd as many 

interesting things, living and non-living, as they can by lifting rocks, 

scooping soil, etc. List fi ndings in notebooks, or mark points of 

interest with toothpicks.

Follow up with a quick circle talk on what new 

and interesting things everyone found. This can be repeated in 

different locations to compare the life found in grass, dirt, leaves, 

forests, tarmac, etc. Record the comparison on a chart to show the 

differences in diversity.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1.  Take care not to injure any living thing found — 

draw it, photograph it, or describe it in writing if handling 

is uncomfortable.

2.  Replace any overturned rocks, stones, etc. to preserve the 

places for any creatures present.

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Sketch fi ndings in Art sketchbooks or Science notebooks; 

or write a guide to the stops on your micro-trail. 

The Arts: Visual Arts; Language: Writing; Media Literacy

2.  Take another student on a guided hike on your micro-trail. 

Language: Oral Communication

GRADES 2–7
Fall / Spring

Curriculum Connections:

•  Language: Oral Communication

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Responsibility

• Self-regulation

Materials Needed: White sheet, shrubs

ACTIVITY:

As a class, lay white sheet below a shrub in a yard, garden, or 

forested area. Shake the shrub gently. As a group investigate 

what you fi nd. Sort the animals e.g. insects, spiders, other, into 

different groups.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1.  Before (Anticipation): What creatures do you think might live on 

this plant?

2.  What landed on the sheet: are they insects or something else? 

How can you tell?

3.  How are the different animals that fell on the sheet using 

the shrub?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Students could break into groups and try the activity using 

different shrubs.

2.  Classify insects found to the best of your ability. 

What percentage could be identifi ed?

3.  Count the number of insects of each type that have landed on 

the sheet. Record the fi ndings. Prepare a graph to present the 

in-formation visually. Mathematics: Data Management 

and Probability

4.  How could you predict how many of each type of insect would 

be found in a larger area? Make your prediction. Follow up 

by shaking more shrubs in different areas and test the results 

against your prediction. Mathematics: Data Management 

and Probability
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Nature2Go: Nature Charades

GRADES 1-8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

• Language: Oral Communication; Writing

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Collaboration

• Responsibility

Materials Needed: Strips of material for blindfolds (e.g. from 

old clothes, etc., or pull toques over eyes during cooler weather)

ACTIVITY:

Pair students. One student is blindfolded — the Explorer — and 

the other is the Guide. Guide leads Explorer to a tree or other 

natural object nearby with verbal directions or leading by the 

hand. Explorer gets to know the object presented by using all 

senses other than sight (feel, smell, etc.) and is then led back 

to the starting point. The blindfold is removed, and Explorer, 

accompanied by Guide, tries to fi nd the natural object using 

sensory memory. If three unsuccessful attempts are made to fi nd 

the object, Guide will help lead Explorer to the object. Once the 

object has been found and re-explored with eyes closed and open, 

the students switch roles.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1. Does the texture of the object feel different with eyes closed 

compared to eyes open?

2. Was it easier to be Explorer or Guide? Did you fi nd it hard to 

trust your Guide?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Draw a “senses map” of the object: label places to touch, 

smell, and listen at with representative symbols. 

Mathematics: Geometry and Spatial Sense

2.  Discuss visual impairment: challenges and opportunities. 

Health and Physical Education: Movement Competence: Skills, 

Concepts, Strategies; Healthy Living

3.  Visit the area regularly to observe seasonal changes of your tree. 

Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

4.  After removing the blindfold, draw your tree from memory, then 

have your Guide take you to fi nd your tree. The Arts: Visual Arts

5.  Take photos of your tree and create a photo display, newspaper 

article, or “Most Wanted” poster. The Arts: Visual Arts; 

Language: Media Literacy

6. Write a journal refl ection of your experience. Language: Writing

7.  Measure your tree in as many ways as you can, or make a 3-D 

model using shapes studied. Mathematics: Measurement; 

Geometry and Spatial Sense

Nature2Go: My Own Tree

GRADES 1–8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  The Arts: Drama

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

•  Language: Oral Communication

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Collaboration

•  Initiative

Materials Needed: White sheet, shrubs

ACTIVITY:

Go outside into a natural area. Form small groups to make up 

teams. Students brainstorm components of the natural world in 

their teams e.g. an animal for younger grades; a plant cell, organ 

system or an environmental concept for older grades. When all 

teams are ready, one team acts out a nature charade while the 

students in other teams guess what it is in a specifi ed length of 

time e.g. one minute to gain points for their team. 

All teammates should participate 

e.g. an animal could be dramatized with one student being the 

head, another the legs, etc. Play as many rounds as you like. Adapt 

the game for the unit of study you are working on.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

Ideas could be prepared ahead of time and placed in a container 

for selection by all teams.

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Students copy the actions and movements of the student 

performing the charade.

2.  Ask students from each team submit ideas on slips of paper for 

members of the other team to choose from. Place the ideas in 

two containers: the student performing the charade selects an 

idea from those submitted by the other team.
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Nature2Go: Nature Cheers

Nature2Go: Nature Reporters

GRADES 1–6
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Language: Oral Communication

•  The Arts: Music

•  Health and Physical Education: Active Living

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Collaboration

ACTIVITY:

Celebrate nature by having students develop brief group nature 

cheers. Set a fi ve minute time to develop cheers as often as you 

would like. Groups can use their cheer when they work together 

outside, to welcome recess, etc. Groups should share their 

cheers with the rest of the class each time a new one is created. 

Cheers can be created for seasons, events, special fi ndings, 

and celebrations!

TEACHER PROMPTS:

Imagine yourself achieving something in front of the public, 

e.g. scoring a winning goal in hockey, receiving a special award, 

performing on-stage. You succeed and the crowds claps and 

cheers wildly for you. How does it feel?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1. Follow up the cheer with a tableaux. The Arts: Drama

2.  Videotape the cheers and play them as a slide show 

accompanied by images of nature. Language: Media Literacy

GRADES 1–6
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Language: Oral Communication

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Collaboration

•  Responsibility

Materials Needed: Clipboard, paper, and pencil for 

each student

ACTIVITY:

Each student has fi ve minutes to make up two questions to ask 

other students with a nature focus, e.g. “How often do you take a 

walk with your family in nature? What living things do you see every 

day?” Split the students into two groups that will each form a circle. 

One group will form an inner circle, and the second group will form 

another circle just outside of the fi rst circle. Have each student of 

the inner circle interview the closest student in the outer circle. 

Move to the right and interview the next person.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1.  Encourage students to look around and fi nd something 

interesting in nature to write a question about. Promote 

open-ended questions that don’t suggest a simple answer, 

e.g. questions beginning with why or how.

2.  Use this activity to learn about specifi c curriculum outdoors 

by specifying topics for questions, e.g. characteristics of 

living things.

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Each student chooses another student for an in-depth 

follow-up interview and writes a short news story about it. 

Language: Writing

2.  Each student devises questions to interview something in nature, 

e.g. a bird, a blade of grass, a stone, and pairs up with another 

student who makes up answers to the questions in character. 

The Arts: Drama
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Nature2Go: Nature Sundae

Nature2Go: Nature Symphony

GRADES K–6
Fall / Spring

Curriculum Connections:

• Language: Oral Communication

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems; 

Understanding Earth and Space Systems

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Collaboration

• Independent Work

Materials Needed: One cup for each student

ACTIVITY:

Give each person a cup and go out to a natural area to make a 

nature sundae or beverage by collecting nature items from the 

ground e.g. plants, soil, etc. Each person presents to the whole 

group. For example, pine needle punch, dead leaf delight. Remind 

students to leave a responsible trace of their activity i.e. while it is 

impossible to leave no trace while interacting meaningfully with a 

natural area, we must demonstrate appropriate care for the things 

we fi nd in it.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1. What senses are you using? Why is your sundae desirable?

2. Use various adjectives to entice classmates.

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

Items gathered can be described, identifi ed, sorted and compared 

working individually, in pairs, or in small groups. Identifi cation aids 

can be used, e.g. fi eld guide, internet.

GRADES 1–4
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  The Arts: Music; Drama

•  Health and Physical Education: Active Living; Movement 

Competence: Skills, Concepts, Strategies

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Organization

• Responsibility

ACTIVITY:

Students gather in a circle outside in a natural area. Tell the 

students they are going to do a short silent walk and to come back 

when they have heard three nature sounds. When students return, 

tell them they are going to choose one and go around the circle 

and recreate the sound they heard and students will try to identify 

it. After each student has shared, go around the circle again and 

have each student create an action to go with the sound e.g. wind 

sound, sweeping arms. All students echo the sound and action 

around the circle. 

TEACHER PROMPTS:

Encourage creative movements that motivate students to challenge 

themselves physically.

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  In music class, play notes from different instruments and ask 

students to connect the sound to something experienced in 

nature, e.g. “The fl ute reminds me of a moving stream.” 

The Arts: Music

2.  Create instruments from materials gathered in the natural area, 

e.g. knock stones together, bang sticks, rub a rock against 

a piece of bark. As a class, assign each different sound to 

represent one animal including one to represent humans. 

Discuss the choices. The Arts: Music; Drama
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Nature2Go: Nature Through the Window

Nature2Go: Nature’s Paintbrush

GRADES 3–8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Language: Oral Communication

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

•  The Arts: Visual Arts

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Responsibility

• Initiative

• Independent Work

Materials Needed: One empty frame for each student (e.g. 

made with construction paper), window, tape

ACTIVITY:

Explain to the students that they will be observing nature through 

the classroom window and through an empty frame. Students 

make an empty frame with construction paper. Students take their 

frame to the window: they will be the artists, looking through their 

frames, fi nding landscapes they want to capture. Once a scene has 

been framed, the frame can be taped to the window. After all 

students have found a scene, have everyone 

gather at the window and share their frames with the class. 

Students can also share their answers to some of the questions 

listed under Teacher Prompts below.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1.  What do you see when you look out the window? Inside the 

frame? (Birds? Trees? Weather? Insects? Flowers?)

2.  How does the picture in your frame change as you move to 

different spots?

3.  What are the smells, sounds, feelings you detect? Compare to 

standing outside

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Draw a picture of what you see in your frame; can be the entire 

scene, or just a part. The Arts: Visual Arts

2.  Take a picture of your framed nature scene. As a group, create 

an album of “Nature Through the Window” from different 

perspectives. The Arts: Visual Arts. Language: Media Literacy

GRADES K–3
Fall / Spring

Curriculum Connections:

•  The Arts: Visual Arts

•  Language: Oral Communication

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Collaboration

Materials Needed: One paintbrush and cup of water for each 

pair of students

ACTIVITY:

Discuss use of texture in the paintings of various artists. 

Explain the beauty of nature is enhanced by the combination of 

colours and textures. In pairs, students fi nd interesting textured 

objects outdoors (e.g. leaves, bark, twigs) and gently paint 

them using paint brushes and water in order to focus on the 

texture being explored. Follow up with a class discussion on 

what was discovered.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1. What did you notice when you applied the water to the textures?

2. Did anything change as you painted it? Explain.

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Attempt to replicate the textures found by painting them on 

paper. Do this outside to be close to the object. 

The Arts: Visual Arts

2.  This could be used as an introduction to a “Group of Seven” 

focused unit. The Arts: Visual Arts
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Nature2Go: Popcorn 

Nature2Go: Rainbow Chips

GRADES 1–6
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

• Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

• The Arts: Drama

• Social Studies

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Independent Work

• Responsibility

ACTIVITY:

Students gather in a fi eld or open area and make a circle. The 

teacher opens with the following idea: in the past people in Ontario 

relied on the corn plant for nourishment. They would eat it fresh, 

dry it to eat over the cold winters and pound it to make corn fl our.

Act out the following scenarios:

1. You are a small kernel of fresh corn.

2. You are drying in the sun and shriveling into a hard kernel.

3.  You have been put in a pan and that you are sizzling … sizzling 

in a pan, then in a moment, start to POP! …

4.  You are a kernel planted in fresh soil — act out the growth of a 

seed into an adult plant.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

Today corn is the third most important food crop in the world after 

wheat and rice.

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Students (or teacher) suggest other uses for corn and act them 

out e.g. kernels of corn on a cob; stalks growing in a windy fi eld.

2.  Where does corn come from? How was it grown by First Nations 

in Ontario i.e. three sisters arrangement (corn, beans, squash).

3.  Corn is found in a huge variety of the foods we eat each day, 

from soft drinks, to ketchup and jam. Gather products that 

contain corn from the grocery store and discuss.

GRADES 1–8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  The Arts: Visual Arts

•  Language: Oral Communication

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Independent Work

• Responsibility

Materials Needed: Paint chips from local paint store

ACTIVITY:

Collect a selection of paint chips, cut them up, and put them in a 

bag. Hand each student a chip and instruct each to match their 

chip as closely as possible with something in nature. Students may 

need to fl ip things over or examine objects really closely to fi nd a 

match! Once a match is found, a student returns to get another 

paint chip. 

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1.  What colours are easiest/hardest to match? How do you think 

this would change with the seasons?

2.  While looking for colours, did you notice examples of other 

elements of design in Nature e.g. line, shape, texture?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Using paint chips, mix paints on a palette until they match the 

colours of the chips, then paint a nature scene. 

The Arts: Visual Arts

2.  Using the nature scene painted, write a short story using the 

scene as the setting of the story. Language: Writing

3.  Present what was found to another student/whole group, noting 

the colour and one other interesting feature of the object.

Language: Oral Communication

4.  Repeat the activity by looking for colour matches only on 

human-made structures, or indoors. Discuss the results 

compared to looking for colour matches in nature.
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Nature2Go: Rainstorm

Nature2Go: Rocky Road

GRADES K–8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Music: Refl ecting; Responding; Analyzing

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Collaboration

ACTIVITY:

Everyone sits or stands in a circle in a chosen outdoor area. An 

appointed leader goes around the circle doing an action that each 

per-son copies after being passed by the leader. Each individual 

continues making the action/noise until the leader passes again 

with a new action, which is then copied. This way, two actions can 

be done simultaneously. Each action will become progressively 

louder as more people copy the action, then become quieter as a 

new action is introduced and begins to be copies around the circle.

Actions in sequence: 

1. rubbing hands together 

2. tapping two fi ngers lightly against your palm 

3. snapping

4. tapping all fi ngers against palm

5. hitting legs 

 6. stomping feet

 7. hitting legs

 8. tapping all fi ngers against palm

 9. snapping

10. tapping two fi ngers lightly against your palm 

11. rubbing hands together

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1.  When you hear this compilation of sounds what does it make 

you think of and how do you feel?

2.  What other senses are triggered during a rainfall besides 

hearing, e.g. scent, touch, etc.

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.    Use this activity as a hook for the introduction to the water cycle. 

Science and Technology: Understanding Earth 

and Space Systems

2.   Act out a rainstorm e.g. somersaults for wind, swaying for trees. 

Health and Physical Education: Active Participation; The Arts: 

Drama; Dance

3.  Collect “instruments” from nature e.g. two sticks to rub, two 

stones to tap, and create a rainstorm symphony. 

The Arts: Music

GRADES 4–8
Fall / Spring

Curriculum Connections:

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Earth and Space 

Systems, Rocks and Minerals

•  Language: Writing

•  Health and Physical Education: Movement Competence: 

Skills, Concepts, Strategies

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Responsibility

Independent Work

Materials Needed: Journal, pencil, clipboard

ACTIVITY:

Gather in a natural area and ask students how we fi nd out about 

things that make us curious. Take a walk. While walking, each 

student must fi nd a rock that will be used for the next part of the 

activity. Once students have found their rocks, the class meets at a 

starting location. Students disperse individually to a quiet location. 

Students write stories about the rocks they have found.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

Humans tell stories about things that happen in their lives. 

How old are some of these stories?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Instead of a rock, fi nd any interesting natural object to write 

about. Language: Writing

2.  Using a comic creation program e.g. Bitstrips, Comic Life, turn 

the rock into a character to create a story/comic. Language: 

Media Literacy; The Arts: Visual Arts

3.  Create a tableaux of an event in the rock’s life. The Arts: Drama

4.  Imagine you were a tree or a robin: tell a story about yourself. 

The Arts: Oral Communication
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Nature2Go: Scavenger Hunt

Nature2Go: Seed Rockets

GRADES 1–8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Science and Technology: Several depending on choice 

of hunt items

•  Health and Physical Education: Active Participation

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Collaboration

ACTIVITY:

Create groups of four students. The teacher calls out an item (e.g. 

“Find something red in nature!”) and determines the point value of 

the item. All teams search for the item. Once the team has the item 

they return to the teacher to gain their points. First team back gets 

more points and is given the second search item. At the end of 

the scavenger hunt the team with the highest points accumulated 

wins. Close with reminding students to leave a responsible trace 

of their activity i.e. while it is impossible to leave no trace while 

interacting meaningfully with a natural area, we must demonstrate 

appropriate care for the things we fi nd in it; objects may be 

returned to nature.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1.  Specify non-living objects so that all objects can be brought 

back to share with the group.

2. Find a certain colour, shape, size, texture.

3. Find 2 different textures in nature.

4. Find a feather, fi nd a sign of a animal.

5. Find something that doesn’t belong in nature.

6. Find something older than the teacher.

7. Find something that depends on something else.

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1. Students create their own scavenger hunt lists.

2.  Gather objects and create a written story from the objects found. 

Language: Writing

3.  Conduct a photographic scavenger hunt — students photograph 

objects. Presentations to the class can follow. 

The Arts: Visual Arts

GRADES 1–8
Fall / Spring

Curriculum Connections:

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems; 

Earth and Space Systems

•  Language: Reading

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Collaboration

Materials Needed: Clay, compost or potting soil, Ontario 

wildfl ower seeds

ACTIVITY:

Obtain dry red clay. Mix 5 parts clay with 3 parts compost or 

potting soil and 1–2 parts native wildfl ower seeds. Dampen with 

water until moldable (1–2 parts water should do). Take an amount 

of mixture up to the size of a golf and make a shape of your choice. 

Put aside until dry. Once dry, students launch their seed rocket (or 

other shape) into a dry, sunny area e.g. fi eld or garden patch. The 

clay ball or other object will shatter on impact. Watch seeds sprout 

and develop in the spring.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1. Read The Tiny Seed by Eric Carle.

2.  Discuss the benefi ts of planting seeds by scattering them: 

how might it be benefi cial? In what different ways do plants 

reproduce and scatter their seeds?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

Draw a picture of how the area looks before the seeds are scattered 

and a second picture that imagines what it might look like a month 

later. Return in one month and compare the second picture with 

what is there. Discuss. The Arts: Visual Arts
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Nature2Go: Singin’ in the Rain

Nature2Go: Sorting Rules in Nature

GRADES 2–8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems; 

Understanding Earth and Space Systems

•  Mathematics: Data Management and Probability; Patterning 

and Algebra

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

•  Organization

•  Collaboration

Materials Needed: Rain gauge

ACTIVITY:

Attach a rain gauge outside the classroom, or in another area near 

the building. Monitor the rainfall per week and/or per month. Graph 

and compare results over time, for example by season e.g. fall, 

winter, and spring. Use results in teaching other subject matter in 

Math, Science, etc.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

Play a song with a rain theme e.g. “Singin’ in the Rain,” “Here 

Comes the Rain Again,” “Raindrops Keep Fallin’ On My Head.” 

Why do we talk about it so often e.g. songs, weather, sayings (e.g. 

“Into each life some rain must fall”)? What do people think about 

the rain? Why?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.    Write stories: imagine yourself as a raindrop. Language: Writing

2.  Compare monthly rainfall readings using online data from 

previous years. Take note of changes and trends over time.

3.  Graph the results over a period of weeks and discuss patterns. 

Mathematics: Data Management and Probability

4.  Go outside during a light rainfall to enjoy the experience. What 

do you anticipate? What does it feel like? How many raindrops 

can you catch with your tongue when standing in one place?

GRADES K–6
Fall / Spring

Curriculum Connections:

•  Mathematics: Data Management and Probability

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems; 

Understanding Earth and Space Systems

•  Language: Oral Communication

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Collaboration

•  Independent Work

ACTIVITY:

Students go into a natural area in pairs and fi nd objects to create 

a sorting rule, e.g. sorting by colour, texture, shape. Teacher and 

other students must guess the sorting rule, e.g. “My guess is that 

you sorted by texture. These items feel rough, whereas these items 

are smooth.”

TEACHER PROMPTS:

How would the types of objects found change in fall, winter, 

and spring?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Bring out a clipboard, paper and pencil to make a rough bar 

graph or pictograph of the objects based on the rule 

e.g. percentage of objects found over sorting character, 

e.g. colour. Mathematics: Data Management

2.  Repeat the activity in a different area, e.g. playground, stand of 

deciduous or coniferous trees, a more rugged/rocky area.

3. Working with a partner, sort the objects using a Venn diagram.

4.  Take along clipboards, paper, and pencils to make drawings or 

rubbings of some of the sorted objects. The Arts: Visual Arts
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Nature2Go: Sound Bingo 

Nature2Go: Sound Map

GRADES 1–8
Fall / Spring / Summer

Curriculum Connections:

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

•  Mathematics: Data Management and Probability

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Independent Work

•  Collaboration

Materials Needed: 3" x 3" square bingo cards, collection of 

nature objects for bingo markers

ACTIVITY:

Stand quietly as a class for one minute listening for sounds and 

share these as a group. Break up into teams of four students each. 

Pro-vide Bingo cards with three columns of three squares each; 

the columns are labeled “Non-human Lifeforms,” “Human” and 

“Other.” Now begin the game. Students in teams write down the 

source of the sound and put pieces of grass, leaves, stones, etc. 

on a square when sounds are heard (e.g. bird, insect, dog, rustling 

leaves for Non-human Lifeforms; car, etc. for Human; wind, etc. 

for Other). A team shouts “Bingo” when one line, two lines, or the 

entire card are fi lled. Share sounds at conclusion.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1.  What is best way to prepare yourself to hear even the 

slightest sounds?

2. Is it possible to fi lter out some sounds while listening for others?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Record the order that the sounds were heard and graph your 

fi ndings over time. Mathematics, Data Management 

and Probability

2.  Create a skit from the sounds you marked on your cards. 

The Arts: Drama

3.  Write the name of expected sounds on squares before beginning 

the game. Cover each square as the sound written on it is heard.

GRADES 1–8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Social Studies

•  Geography

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Collaboration

•  Responsibility

Materials Needed: Clipboards, paper, drawing materials, maps 

of area

ACTIVITY:

Imagine yourself in an area you know really well: what makes it 

familiar to you? Announce that the class is going to go on a walk to 

become familiar with an area by mapping only the sounds heard 

along the way. Go for a walk in nature. Using symbols to represent 

sounds, record the sounds heard on the map of the area. 

Create a legend.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1. What sounds did you hear the most? Why?

2.  Before the walk, anticipate what you might hear and make a list. 

After the walk, revisit the list: were there any surprises? Why or 

why not?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

Compare data. What can these fi ndings tell us? e.g. There is a 

high bird population in the northwest corner of the area (or corner 

where Smith St. meets John St.). Mathematics: Data Management 

and Probability
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Nature2Go: Tableaux

Nature2Go: Texture Rubbings

GRADES 7–8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  The Arts: Drama

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

•  Collaboration

•  Initiative

ACTIVITY:

In a natural area, small groups each create a tableaux to express 

ideas using nature themes, e.g., exploring new natural areas 

like a cave, rainforest, desert, etc.; predator/prey relationships; 

interactions of humans with the environment; interactions of 

humans with animals such as hunting, keeping pets, animal testing, 

zoos. Each small group presents a tableaux to the whole class.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

Prepare some ideas on slips of paper for students to select from a 

hat or bin.

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

Reverse the perspective and re-create the tableaux e.g. keeping 

pets from the owner’s perspective is reversed and re-created from 

the pet’s perspective.

GRADES 1–8
Fall / Spring

Curriculum Connections:

•  The Arts: Visual Arts, Elements of Design

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Organization

•  Independent Work

Materials Needed: Blank paper, crayons, chalk, 

charcoal, clipboards

ACTIVITY:

Students take out their clipboards with a blank sheet of paper and 

a preferred medium. Students have 20 minutes to make rubbings 

of various interesting textures they discover. Students can use 

leaves, bark, roots, rocks, anything they can fi nd in nature that has 

texture. Students sort the objects in their rubbings.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1. What words do we use to describe texture?

2.  Ask students to describe textures and differences between 

them. Why do you think nature has so many different textures?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1. Make a class collage of all rubbings.

2.  Use rubbings to make a mosaic, or artwork inspired by art; use 

illustrations of Eric Carle as an example.

3.  Make 3-D casts of the textures found in nature using plasticene 

or plaster of Paris.
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Nature2Go: This is a Stone 

Nature2Go: Touchstones

GRADES 1–8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Language: Oral Communication

•  The Arts: Drama

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Responsibility

•  Initiative

ACTIVITY:

In a circle outside in nature, the teacher picks up a natural object 

like a stick or stone. The teacher tells the students that this is a 

game of imagination, and starts by saying, “This is a not a stone, 

this is a…beautiful fl ower.” (Teacher pretends to smell a fl ower). 

The stone is passed around the circle so that each student has the 

opportunity to imagine and share the stone as something different.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

What characteristic(s) of the object inspired your imagination?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Do the activity indoors fi rst, and then outdoors in nature. 

Prompt: Do you think that being in nature helps you to think 

more clearly and imaginatively?

2.  Teacher can bring in different interesting natural objects,

e.g. a shell, and do the same game.

3.  Students could guess what the student is doing instead of being 

told i.e. charades.

4. Use this activity for French (core or immersion).

GRADES 1–8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

•  Language: Oral Communication

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Independent Work

•  Responsibility

Materials Needed: One stone or pebble for each student 

(varied in size , texture, shape)

ACTIVITY:

Send students out to collect two stones or pebbles each of various 

shapes, sizes (smaller than a one-dollar coin), and colours to use 

for the activity. Collect one stone from each student and mix them 

all together in a container. Ask students to sit in a circle and close 

their eyes. Hand out one stone to each student and tell students 

that they must get to know their rocks without using the sense of 

sight. After a few minutes, collect the stones and place them in the 

middle of the circle. Can students identify the stones that belonged 

to them? Individual students share how they 

were able to fi nd their stones, or what made it diffi cult to do so.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1. Describe your stone using as many attributes as you can.

2.  Discuss how the stones could be a useful resource e.g. as tools 

Social Studies; History and Geography

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Work in pairs. Sit back-to-back. The fi rst student describes a 

stone to the second. The second student attempts to identify the 

stone out of a group of stones.

2.  Describe the stone using math and science terminology 

e.g. weight, colour, density, circumference, other geometric 

properties. Mathematics: Geometry and Spatial Sense; Science 

and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

3.  Pick a stone. Use the stone to create a stone creature. Use 

paint, pipe cleaners, googly eyes, etc. The Arts: Visual Arts
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Nature2Go: Wake Up Those Senses

Nature2Go: What Colour is it?

GRADES K–8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  Science and Technology: Understanding Life Systems

•  Health and Physical Education: Healthy Living

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

•  Independent Work

•  Responsibility

ACTIVITY:

Gather the group and tell students that they will be waking up their 

senses to explore and observe the environment.

SIGHT: How many colours can you see in ten seconds? Use your 

clothing and fi nd a match in nature. How easy or diffi cult is it to fi nd 

a match?

TOUCH: Rub your hands together quickly until you feel heat energy. 

Pull them apart slightly to feel your fi ngers tingle. Notice the way 

your skin on your face feels. Gently brush a leaf against your skin. 

What words can describe what you feel?

HEAR: What do you hear with eyes open compared to eyes closed? 

Make deer ears by cupping hands behind ears: are sounds different?

TASTE: Open your mouth and breathe deeply 5 times then close. 

Does it taste different? Catch rain or snowfl akes if you can!

SMELL: Take a breath through your mouth then two from your 

nose. Does it smell different when you breathe through your mouth 

compared with your nose? When you face different directions, do 

you smell different things?

TEACHER PROMPTS:

Do you have different sense memories that you relate to different 

times of year e.g. smell of autumn leaves, feel of warm summer 

sand, sound of spring rain?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Put some common plant-based cooking ingredients into 

opaque containers (e.g. cinnamon, vanilla, basil). Pass around 

for students to see and smell. Describe the characteristics. 

Language: Oral Communication

2.  Try this activity in different seasons or locations: how does 

it compare?

3.  Write a journal refl ection about your experiences using your 

senses. Language: Writing

4.  Write a poem about your experiences using at least one example 

for each sense experienced outside. Language: Writing

5.  Ask each student to draw a picture of herself/himself in the 

centre of a piece of paper and fi ll the empty space with drawings 

of things sensed during the activity. The Arts: Visual Arts

GRADES K–8
All Seasons

Curriculum Connections:

•  The Arts: Visual Arts

•  Language: Oral Communication; Writing

Learning Skills and Work Habits:

• Initiative

•  Organization

•  Independent Work

ACTIVITY:

Colours are often described or identifi ed using nature words to 

label them e.g. forest green, ruby red, sky blue. As a class, create a 

few new colour shades from things you can think of in nature, e.g. 

needle green for the shade of pine leaves. Now go out and collect 

objects in pairs and share them and the newly invented colour 

shades with your classmates. Create a class list and discuss the 

diversity of colours in nature.

TEACHER PROMPTS:

1. Do all people see colour in the same way? Why or why not?

2. Are there any colours that couldn’t be found in nature?

ACTIVITY OPTIONS:

1.  Ask students to group like colours e.g. all greens and see 

if there are any repeats. Mathematics: Data Management 

and Probability

2. Can you fi nd enough objects to create a colour wheel?
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““In 20 years of evaluating outdoor 

learning materials, I’ve never seen a 

guide so sensitive to the needs of 

adults willing and wanting to take 

kids outside, but who have not yet 

done so. This extraordinary 

collection of lessons and activities 

invite teachers and youth educators 

to open the door to authentic 

learning in the outdoors.  

I was pleased to see so many 

thoughtful inclusions, such as drafts 

of letters that could be sent to 

parents and administrators to seek 

support for outdoor learning. 

The schools we need are those 

where real learning happens outside 

the walls of the school as much as 

in, and where young learners 

develop a sense of wonder and 

curiousity about the natural world. 

This guide provides a road map to 

help get there.” 

Tim Grant, Editor, 

Green Teacher magazine

“Into Nature is a professionally 

crafted and user-friendly resource. 

Busy teachers need materials that 

are well organized, rich in 

descriptive detail, and carefully 

crafted for maximum impact. 

The three major sections of the 

guide (preparing to move instruction 

outdoors, short activities, and full 

lessons), make it easy to fi nd 

relevant content. The use of 

suggested grade level designations 

as well as suggestions for different 

seasons add to the functionality of 

the resource. 

The professional look and attractive 

layout rival many commercial 

materials. Ontario teachers are very 

fortunate to have access to this 

signifi cant contribution to the 

outdoor learning movement.”  

Herb Broda, Professor of Education, 

Author of Schoolyard-Enhanced 

Learning and Moving the 

Classroom Outdoors

“We owe The Back to Nature 

Network deep gratitude for 

producing one of the most readable, 

practical, imaginative guidebooks 

for all natural teachers — those 

educators who understand that it’s 

essential to teach students about 

nature, but also to teach them 

in nature. 

There’s not an ounce of fat (or 

jargon) in this fi ne toolkit. It’s a 

ready-to-go resource, applicable to 

every discipline. Students and 

teachers will fi nd their imaginations 

ignited, their sense of awe — of 

nature and of learning — returned. 

And beyond the school, too, this is a 

tool for the whole family.”

Richard Louv, Author of The Nature 

Principle and Last Child in the 

Woods: Saving Our Children from 

Nature-Defi cit Disorder, and 

Co-founder and Chairman Emeritus, 

Children & Nature Network
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